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0!3It is + adj.(important / necessary, etc.)+ for sb. to do sth.456789(to do sth.):;<=> 

0?3It is + adj.(polite / kind / rude, etc.)+ of sb. to do sth.4567@A=BC:;<=> 

0$3Considering + n.(D() E pron.(F() = Seeing that......4GHI/JK...... 

0L3Given + n. / pron56MNO……=PQRSTMUVSWOXY56MGHIS> 

0Z3It is likely / possible that......4[O\]...... 

0^3It seems / appears that......4_`abc...... It is no use doing sth.4de9fOg> 

0h3On the one hand......, on the other hand......4ijk......lijk...... 

0m3It is worthy of doing sth.4de9:no=> 
,-pqj+0rs34 

0!39tuvw According to Newport, idleness is ....... 

0?3xyz{wWhich of the following can be inferred from / is suggested in ......? 

0$3(|y}wWhat does the author mean by “......” (Line......, Paragraph......)? 

0L3~���w In the author’s opinion / view / eyes, ...... 

0Z3����wWhich of the following is the text mainly about? 
,-��*�=����0��34 

0!3It is hoped that...  ��……WOA��…… 

0?3It is assumed that...  U�……WUV…… 

0$3It is claimed that...  ��……WOA��…… 

0L3It is believed that...  OA�u……W���u…… 

0Z3It is reported that...  ���……W���…… 

0^3It is considered that...  A���……W���…… 

0h3It is said that...  ��……WOA�…… 
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Directions: Suppose professor Smith asked you to plan a debate on the theme of city traffic. Write him an email to  

1）suggest a specific topic with your reasons, and 

2）tell him about your arrangements. 

You should write about 100 words.Do not use your own name, use “Li Ming” instead. 

Do not write your address. 

"
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Dear Professor Smith, 

Thank you for trusting me to arrange the debate. Now the competition is ready except for the debate topic, so I 

am writing to offer my advice regarding the topic. 

I suggest making “Is Traffic Jam Caused by Inadequate Transport Infrastructure or Poor Management” our 
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debate topic. This topic is debatable as it contains two major reasons of traffic paralysis. And given that urban 

planning and public policies involved are taught in this semester, I think the argumentation surrounding this topic 

will deepen students’ understanding of their courses. Finally, this topic which includes hot issues concerning every 

student, like shared likes, is a great way to get them think and talk. 

The debate will be held at school hall from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Friday. I will be waiting for your 

response on this matter. 

Yours sincerely,  

Li Ming "
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Dear ×××/ Sir; Madam / Sir or Madam / all, 

①I’m writing this letter for the purpose of inviting you to attend...... ②As......, we have planned to hold......, 

so that we can...... ③Thus, we are writing this letter in the hope that you can join us. ④The activity is going to be 

held on...... in...... ⑤We would appreciate it very much if you could accept our invitation.  

⑥We are looking forward to your early reply. ⑦Wish you the best of health and success. 

 Yours sincerely / Best regardsW 

 ××× 
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NOTICE 

In order to enrich high school students’ life in summer holiday and expand the reputation of our university, the 

Students Union are going to host a summer camp in our school campus and volunteers are needed. The details 

about this summer camp and volunteer recruitment are listed as follows.  

Firstly, the summer camp will begin on September 1st and it will last for ten days. Secondly, the main theme 

of this summer camp is “Better English, Better life” and there are various activities in this summer camp, including 

speaking contest, drama contest, sports meeting and dancing part and so on. Thirdly, volunteers need to have a good 

command of English and be enthusiastic in organizing different kinds of activities. 

If you have any question or suggestion about this summer camp, please contact us at 12345 as soon as 

possible.  

ABC University 
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Directions: 

Write an essay based on the chart below. In your writing, you should 

1) interpret the chart, and 

2) give your comments. 

You should write about 150 words. 

"

"
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The bar chart displays dramatic changes in terms of college graduates' choices these years. Specifically, the 

proportion of those who entered the field of employment after graduation declined hugely from 68.1% in 2013 to 

60.7% in 2018, whereas that of those pursuing further education ascended enormously from 26.3% to 34.0% during 

the same time span. In the meanwhile, the five years also witnessed a slight increase from 1.3% to 2.6% in the 

percentage of starting a business. 

The data reflects a shift in graduates' view regarding post-university life. On the one hand, as graduates are 

mostly expected to support themselves, start a family and climb up the career ladder, joining the workforce often 

becomes their first choice. On the other hand, with people's living improving, this idea is changing gradually. 

Owing to less financial stress, graduates are increasingly willing to undertake postgraduate study for higher goals in 

a world with greater demand for professionals. Meanwhile, going self-employed gets more popular as the threshold 

of starting a business lowers in digital economy. 

Predictably, with economic growth, graduates will enjoy more and diverse options. And only by creating the 

social atmosphere of respecting individual choices can more graduates fearlessly embark on the path that fits 

them most. 
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The...... above clearly shows that there has been the change in the number of...... and...... in....... There has been 

a sharp decline in the number of...... during the period from...... to......, decreasing to...... in....... On the other hand, 

the number of...... has steadily increased in the same period, reaching to...... in....... 

The number of...... has witnessed a sharp rise, increasing to...... in....... On the other hand, the number of...... 

was on a slow and steady rise, increasing slightly to...... in....... 

Surprisingly, the number of...... has increased for the third consecutive year. ...... has risen from...... then to 

over...... now.  
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As is clearly reflected in the above......, ......demonstrates obvious differences in...... According to the data 

given, ......takes a comparatively large share, accounting for......, while that of...... also takes away...... of the whole 

proportion. 
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!3It is of no difficulty to come up with some possible factors for these changes. 

?3It is no difficult job to point out some contributing influences on this trend. 

$3The contributing factors responsible for this phenomenon can be summarized as follows.  

L3What accounts for this scenario? At least, for my part, three factors contribute to it. 

Z3Numerous influences on this scenario can be sought. but the universal ones are as follows.  

^3From my point of view, there are mainly two reasons for the phenomenon. 

h3Although the exact causes are still unclear, there should be a couple of reasons why the trend arises. 


